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EXORDIUM 
Based on the existing methodology and also based on the requirement of the Master 
plan document, we have drawn a three-point strategy, which mainly focused on 
empowerment of Artisans community in different domains. 

 Educational development 

 Skill development in both Managerial as well as in technical domain 

 Financial support for their dreams and their capabilities acquired through this 
training. 

Another area of focus of this document is to have a continuous training technically and 
in design innovations and to support their product to reach the desired costumer 
through marketing strategies   

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

KERALA ARTISANS' DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (KADCO), was formed in1981 
with the aim of providing a pivotal role in the socio-economic betterment of artisans in 
the State. Supports artisans in building an ecosystem and strive to initiate welfare 
measures and ensure social security, working in the field of Carpentry, Gold smithy, Bell 
Metal, Leather products, Black smithy, Copper smithy, Pottery, Other artistic works. 
"Artisan" means a skilled wage earner who has acquired professional skill either by 
formal training or by tradition and is engaged in the production of tangible goods or 
productive services in tiny establishments using low-cost machinery or intermediate 
level of technology. 

KADCO’s vision is to create an echo system where artisans can initiate their business 
in Micro and Small sectors and graduate into medium and large-scale businesses as 
providers of employment opportunities branded as “One house One industry”. 

KADCO’s AIM- (Artisans Innovative Mission) is to guide artisans towards technical, 
financial and social independence by providing them with Skill Training and Financial 
support. 

KADCOs main strength, with its regional offices at major cities, is the 950 production 
units in supply chain created channelizing low-rate loans @6 to 8%, in Tiny/SSI sector 
and track record of prompt payment and timely service. The products are distributed 
at competitive rates, with recycling the surplus as working capital for future 
productions. Along with these commercial activities, the key credibility which can be 
highlighted here is the social commitment. 

KADCO is mainly focused on the Government sector orders, with a very little visibility 
in private business. The main constraint for this is the lack of advanced infrastructure 
facility. The representation in rural area is very limited. 

Opportunities are available through high demand from Government and public sector 
enterprises locally and untapped demand from international market. Recent trend 
shows a high demand for green innovative products, Government sponsored 
programs and institutional tie-ups for skill development and job creation is another 
opportunity. 
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The practicalities of the above programs are totally depending on the resilience factor 
after the pandemic hit situation, which the demand in lifestyle products will become 
the least priority for holding cash for future unpredictable situation. Lack of showroom 
and allied services is the barriers for market entry to the private sector. Competition 
from other NGOs and societies engaged in production is another constraint to push 
the top line. 

Even in this pandemic hit situation KADCO has achieved an average turnover of Rs 
3000 lakhs, which can be increased using scientific planning as a narrative in master 
plan. 

 

Through proper planning, KADCO is expecting to grow at an annual growth rate 
between 10 to 20 % by introduction of KADCO brand for the products and thereby 
reducing value chain actors. This can be achieved by consortium of skilled labour data 
bank, their skill development and empowering them to achieve the optimum result with 
channelizing government and private financial assistance. 

Summary of plans envisaged in short term 

1. Upgradation of Umayanalloor CFC (Rs:40 Lakhs) 
2. Implementation of Mararikkulam CFC (Rs:63 Lakhs) 
3. E-commerce initiatives 

Medium term Plans 

1. Integrated showroom and Registered office of KADCO with land shared by the 
Handicrafts Development corporation at a cost of Rs 150 lakhs 

2. Integrated CFC with training Centre, research and design studio at Ernakulam 
and Kozhikkode at a cost of Rs 400 lakhs 

3. Preliminary work with respect to installation of CFC at 10 districts in third phase. 
4. Associate with partners to start KADCO Brand showrooms where ever 

possible. 

Long term plans 

1. Implementation of integrated CFC at 10 districts – Investment Rs 2500 Lakhs. 
2. Infrastructure Development for Brand Visibility. 
3. Product Diversification & Entry to Service area. 
4. Cultural Exchange 
5. Trade Mission 
6. Academic Linkage for: 

Skill Development 
Technology Adoption 
Design Innovation 
Supply Chain Structure 

 
All the above well-conceived planning to empower artisans will results in creation of 
2000 SME units and direct employment of 20,000. In parallel to this effort KADCO will 
benefit to increase the top line of Rs 20000 Lakhs at the end of 10th year. 
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ABOUT THE ORGANISATION 
 

KERALA ARTISANS' DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (KADCO), was formed 
inn1981 with the aim of providing a pivotal role in the socio-economic betterment of 
artisans in the State. KADCO provides assistance to the indigent artisans of Kerala, 
engaged in their various trades by protecting the rightful interests and benefits, through 
numerous well-conceived and thought-out schemes. 

KERALA ARTISANS’ DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (KADCO), a Kerala 
Government undertaking under the aegis of Industries Department, formed in 1981 
plays a pivotal role as an enabler in the artisans’ sector by supporting them in building an 
echo system around artisans who are working in the field of carpentry, black smithy, gold 
smithy, copper smithy, Bell metal, Pottery, Leather products and other artistic works. 
KADCO has its registered office at Thiruvananthapuram, with various regional offices 
located at Kollam, Ernakulam, Kozhikkode and Kannur. 

 
VISION 

To create an ecosystem where artisans can initiate their business in micro and small 
sectors and graduate into medium and large-scale businesses as providers of 
employment opportunities. 

 
MISSION 

 Concept of One house, one industry 

 AIM – Artisans Innovation Mission -To guide artisans towards technical, 
financial and social independence by providing them with skill training and 
financial support 
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A BRIEF ABOUT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 

HIT by COVID-19, economies across the globe are discovering that the road to 
recovery is bumpy. Indian economy is no exception. The extent of contraction in its 
GDP in Q1 FY2021 reflects the severity of the blow to its economy due to the 
pandemic-induced lockdowns and social distancing norms between March and May. 
While the staggered reopening of the country over the following months improved 
economic activity, concerns around the sustainability of this early rebound remain. 

 
Uncertainties around COVID-19 continue to abound. Building a stronger infrastructure 
and social capital, such as the health of people and industries, will likely drive 
resilience. 

 
India’s economy had been slowing down for over seven quarters even before the 
pandemic. Investments and exports were contrasting and it was government spending 
that boosted the growth to compensate for the declining private sector demand. 

 

Then came COVID-19, causing the GDP to decline by 23.9% year over year, in the 
first quarter (April to June) of FY2021 —the largest GDP contraction recorded in a 
quarter since India began reporting quarterly data (in the mid-1990s). While supply- 
chain disruptions and closure of factories and industries led to a reduction in gross 
fixed capital investment by 47.1%, private consumer spending also dropped by 26.7%. 
The falling volume of global trade reduced exports (by 19.8%), which had been 
contrasting for over four quarters. The drop in imports was even more severe (by 
40.4%) compared to exports primarily due to falling domestic demand and oil prices. 

 
The government intensified its effort to cushion the economy from the impact of the 
pandemic and announced economic stimulus packages. Consequently, government’s final 
consumption expenditure increased by 16.4% as it incurred unplanned spending. 

MAJOR CONCERNS TO BE TACKLED IN LONG TERM 

The state of Kerala has a rich cultural heritage and aesthetic sense of artisans’ which 
are highly valued. But now all these skills are withering away and the ones that did try 
and become entrepreneurs had little training, knowledge and access to suitable tools, 
equipments for their respective business. Due to this, most struggled in the early 
phase of launching their business, which also happens to be the most difficult period 
and subsequently ran up losses and were forced to shut their businesses. 

In the changing world scenario, artisans’ products exported to various countries form 
a part of lifestyle products in international market. The impact is due to the changing 
consumer taste and trends. In view of this, it is high time that the artisans sector went 
into the details of changing design, patterns, product development and requisite 
change in production facilities for variety of materials, production techniques and 
related expertise to achieve a leadership position in the fast-growing competitiveness 
with other countries. 
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There are many concerns and challenges in this sector that needs to be addressed 
and resolved, which are detailed as mentioned below: - 

1. Lack of adequate and authentic data on artisans, including their socio- 
economic status, livelihood conditions and details of family is a major 
bottleneck. 

2. The availability of infrastructure required by the handicrafts sector has been 
less than satisfactory, leading to a loss of competitiveness. 

3. The situation has further worsened due to the lack of advanced technologies, 
as old method of production lead to inefficiency. 

The artisans are still adopting primitive and age-old means of utilising the traditional 
skills for their production work. The working environment is also uncongenial throttling 
their livelihood. The latest technology and technological advancements are not known 
to them and their adaptability with these newer advancements is a daunting task. It is 
high time to formulate strategies to develop new prototypes to suit the taste and 
preferences of contemporary market using the traditional skill of artisans and 
introduction of new techniques and technologies for enhanced production. 

Lack of co-ordination and co-operation place artisans as a totally disorganised set of 
workers. Hence it is of primary importance to create an effective common platform for 
artisans to strengthen their business.The artisans now have to be introduced to 
modern techniques in production, discovery of new markets, ways and means to 
raise sufficient finance to introduce innovations etc, are the need of the hour. 
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RECOVERY OPTIONS 

While the artisans with high craftmanship and opportunities of growth in the domestic 
as well as exports market is also there, it is hindered by certain drawbacks. The 
primary hindrance to the growth of these artisans is lack of modern improved tools, 
equipments and lack of marketable design. As most of the units are operating on 
smaller scales, it would be difficult for them to individually invest in a production facility 
and further they would not be able to effectively utilize the capacity. Thus, there is an 
urgent need for a depicted facility for the local units. Due to the above constraints, 
these units are compelled to produce low segment products, not even this, due to 
unavailability of proper machineries and equipments the cost of production per unit is 
also very high. 

The sector hugely requires to recognize the contribution of traditional master crafts 
persons and utilize their services to improve the skill level of the existing 
craftsperson’s through improvement in standards, aesthetics and quality of 
handicrafts products besides revival of excellence wherever required apart from 
sustenance of excellence and preservations of traditional heritage of Indian arts and 
crafts. Presently, the sector can be uplifted by providing adequate support through 
up-gradation of artisan’s skills through design and technology intervention, 
development of new design and prototype, exposure of practicing craftsmen for 
developments taking place in the field of design, technology and market intelligence, 
management skills and packaging supply of improved tools and equipment to craft 
persons revival of languishing crafts to preserve traditional heritage etc. To improve 
the productivity of the artisans and their income, there is a need to develop the tools 
and equipments. 

Being very close knit with the artisan’s group, KADCO has realized that through a 
holistic development program that includes infrastructure facilities to artisans, joint 
venture with artisans/artisans’ units/reputed research institution/ government 
agencies/ reputed NGO’s and financial assistance will definitely bring in a paradigm 
shift in the economy of the state. 

KADCO under the guidance of the state level Evaluation committee shall develop new 
prototypes to suite the tastes and preference of contemporary market using the 
traditional skill of artisans by providing financial assistance to artisans/artisans’ 
units/reputed research institution/Government agencies/reputed NGO’s. 

As part of introduction of new techniques and technologies for enhanced production, 
KADCO under the guidance of state level evaluation committee shall provide financial 
support for infrastructure facilities (improved tools and equipment) to artisans/artisans’ 
units in joint venture with artisans/artisans’ units/reputed research 
institution/government agencies/reputed NGO’s and financial assistance. Study and 
identification of artisans’ sector like carpentry, black smithy, bronze smithy, pottery, 
gold smithy, copper smithy, masonry, shoemaking and other handicrafts items to 
understand the skill, present product range, raw material and tools used etc. shall be 
carried along side with development of new tools, process, techniques etc. for mass 
production. KADCO shall joint venture with reputed research institution/government 
agencies/ reputed NGOs for the above purpose. 
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Associating with closely knit organizations like Handicrafts Development 
corporations, will have added advantage to share the platform for design, 
development of business modelling and marketing the products. 

 
KADCO is thinking to exploit the heritage conservation efforts by department of 
Tourism, like Travancore Heritage Tourism projects, Special Tourism Zone- Fort 
Kochi etc. Based on which the conservation of Temples, Mosques and churches of 
tourism importance and temples, mosques and churches in tourism pleases need to 
be conserved to keep the original structure as such, through renovating the same in 
association with Vaastu consultants and skilled carpenters and masons. All renovation 
and conservation projects should be carried out in strict adherence to the rules 
formulated by the Archaeological Survey of India. Right from the material to be used 
and the method of construction, lighting and wiring to the color and design, everything 
has been laid down in great detail in the ASI regulations. In Kerala, conservation of 
heritage buildings even in the public sector, some more than 100 years old, come 
under different departments such as the Public Works Department, the Tourism 
Department, Law Department and so on. The Government needs formulates a policy 
that heritage buildings or sites, irrespective of whether it be in the public or private 
domain, be conserved in accordance with the rules, it will save several buildings, 
including schools, colleges, ancient public offices, from destruction and wrong 
conservation methods and its conservation takes time and is an expensive process. 
 
 

 
Another area of scope which KADCO is planning to have its footprint is the Solar 
Panel installations at State and Central government office, which they can reduce 
power consumption bill to a reduced level and its environment friendliness. Also trying 
to associate with ANERT to install the same in government offices as well as at private 
homes, private offices, companies, hospitality sectors, health sectors etc. 
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SWOT ANALYSIS 

Strength 

 Large manufacturer supply chain based on Tiny / SSI sector, assisted by 
KADCO Artisan units.

 Low-rate loans channelized from GoI sources.
 Regional offices in four major cities.
 Credibility created among customers and supply chain dealers.
 Competitive rates with rate contract.
 Minimum office strength, maximum output.
 Own working capital arrangements for production activities.

Weakness 

 Depending fully on Government sector orders.
 Low representation in places where there are no offices of KADCO.
 Development organization to concentrate on upliftment of Artisans.
 Absence of professional management.

Opportunities 

 Large demand in Government and Public sector enterprises.
 Huge demand in domestic and export market.
 Huge market for green innovative products.
 High demand for on job training and design of innovative products.

Threats 

 Present economic conditions due to pandemic situation. 
 Only life style products, Not essential products. 
 Stiff competition from NGO’s and societies engaged in production. 
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MASTER PLAN SPECIFIC TO THE ORGANISATION 

KADCO is having production facility through its associate SSI/Tiny units spread over 
Kerala. The planning should cover in detail the points as applicable to the 
productions facilities with some deviation from the traditional requirements since the 
productions is being carried out at each individuals manufacturing facility as branded 
by KADCO as “ONE HOUSE ONE INDUSTRY”. The required bare minimum 
financial support for the same can be provided by KADCO, which can be sourced by 
means of different sources as described in the continuing narrative. KADCO aims to 
support 2000 units in 14 districts of the state. This methodology will create and 
support more artisans each to associate with the existing units, which will create an 
employment target of bare minimum of 20000 in the state. 

 
The artisanal products of Kerala noted for their uniqueness of style, perfection, 
elegance of design form an invaluable part of life stream of Kerala culture. Kerala’s 
artisans have always sought to meet the needs of the people and in doing so, have 
given expression to their aesthetic urges and inherited skill and is recognized as the 
second largest sector of rural employment next to Agriculture and provides economic 
opportunities to more than 7.3 million people, mostly from urban and semi urban areas. 
Population growth around the world has created a great demand for trade skills and 
construction. Among those valuable trade skills are carpentry skills. Those the 
establish themselves in carpentry often have plenty of work and live well. 

 
While some carpenters have college degrees, many only acquire the necessary 
licensing before developing the experience needed to excel. Having a high school 
degree ensures that you have the basic math and communication skills to get 
established. One of the most common ways to enter the field is through a formal 
trade apprenticeship. 

 
As a contradiction to the above concept, there is a chance that the artisans holding 
college degrees will opt out their tradition and will prefer to go for other jobs with higher 
and sustainable earnings. For this there is a necessity to retain them and to make 
them more attractive to their traditional self-employment opportunities with the support 
of KADCO. 

 
KADCO- A mentor and a teacher in your neighbourhood. 

Perspective considerations for starting this new concept 

 To consider the differentiators
 To consider your ethics
 The trust in less is more campaign
 To never exaggerate
 To aim for reason

The prospectus of this sector lies in infrastructural support with updated and heavy 
machineries and a common pool for innovative manufacture as well as designing 
know-how, furthered by brand building of the products to carve a niche segment 
market to satisfy the bulk orders timely and with top quality and trustworthiness. 
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An effort to remodel the procedures 

It is very difficult to perceive a design of modus operandi for tackling and organizing 
work done by Artisans at their own premises scattered around the whole state with a 
very few KADCO branches and with less manpower in comparison with number of 
industries based on their proximity. Based on KADCO’s experience and with a vision 
in line with the contents of the master plan document, we would like to maintain a 
sufficient modelling so as to take care of the lien method of production and its 
marketability of the products. 

 

KADCO with its 4 decades of experience in the field of handicrafts development 
realizes the necessity of pooling the most contemporary infrastructure for the local and 
traditionally skilled work force under one roof so as to provide them with all the 
necessary inputs to address the growing international handicraft market. In lieu, 
KADCO is operating a CFC for wooden Handicraft products at Umayanalloor, Kollam. 
As a short-term plan KADCO is proposing to start CFC at Mararikkulam, Alappuzha 
by reallocation on excess old machineries from Umayanalloor and adding new 
machineries along with new additions in Umayanalloor to balance the capacity and 
usage in parallel. An association with a private partner is initially required for modelling, 
producing and marketing, with the new idea of branding the products from both these 
CFCs labelled and branded as KADCO products. 

UTILISATION PLAN OF COMMON FACILITY CENTERS 

 To create a labour data bank of artisans, including members other than artisan 
workers like plumbers, masons etc. to absorb the rate contract demand. 

 To create brand of “One house, one industry” for which support for purchase 
of basic tools kits will be provided as loan refinanced by NBCFDC 

 Training to operate heavy machines installed at common facility centers and 
thereby its hand on utilization for their work on time sharing basis with a minimal 
rent, based on the time used by them. 

 Perpetual meeting at common facility centers district-wise based on the 
consortium of members in Labour data bank to discuss the outcome of their 
work like speed and timely completion, design alternatives, variation in 
demands based on the current situation and its marketability. 

 Training on vulnerability of them of the current methods, design and costs to 
compete with the latest trends. 
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LIST OF AVENUES WHICH CAN BE EXPLORED TO BE SELF SUFFICIENT WITH 
BARE MINIMAL SUPPORT BY GOVERNMENT. 

KADCO being the one of the state Channelizing Agency (SCA) for National Backward 
Classes Finance & Development Corporation (NBCFDC), could make available short- 
term loan with a nominal interest rate of 5% per annum for women and men 
respectively who belongs to backward classes and living below poverty line to start 
various income generating activities. Currently the loan disbursement and repayment 
are being managed in traditional manner without a proper report for the current dues. 
Based on which KADCO has initiated development of software to manage all the 
aspects of loan to have a system in place. This will result in proper reporting of 
profitability of loan, NPA management from the software. 

More over loan up to Rs.5 lakhs is also given to the artisan’s units renovation. In the 
year 2014-15 a new micro financing scheme for the women who are not belonging to 
backward caste but working as Artisans was also launched. 

New schemes of National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC), a public trust 
under GOI, are to be tapped for skill development and training at CFCs, which has 
released Rs.495100 Lakhs till 31st March 2020 from National skill development fund. 

As a first step for being self-sufficient, KADCO recommends to convert the existing 
loan, interest accrued on loan, guarantee commission payable, Grants received, to 
its share capital by increasing the authorized capital amount totaling to Rs.6.57 
crores, for which the company has initiated already. 

Even KADCO is registered as private limited state government company and in the 
field of uplifting the sector of artisans and the related sectors, which needs the 
support as required for empowerment, thinking to have funds sourced from CSR 
initiative by the large corporates and other central governmental agencies. This can 
create an environment for KADCO to have its infrastructure facility intact and its 
marketing initiations for Artisan’s products through their market emporiums in 14 
districts as well as in major tourist spots. 

 
In addition to the above, to cover an extended area of visibility, KADCO’s main aim is 
to start regional offices at Wayanad and Kottayam and to strengthen the existing 
offices with internal generated funds. 

Signaling a need for the concept of Consortium and reinvention of the process to uplift 
and empower the living standards of artisans’ by grouping them under single umbrella 
after a detailed discussion with the current scenario of method adopted 

 Being part of a group introduces new resources and ideas. 
 Being part of a group allows us to make a bigger impact in the world 
 Being part of a group provides unshakable accountability 
 Being part of a group creates a new normal 

Consortium in its wider sense is a difficult phenomenon to have a legal binding of 
members it represents. So, KADCO has already introduced an official registration 
process of prospective members through a concept branded as Labour Data Bank 
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INTRODUCTION OF THE CONCEPT OF LABOUR DATA BANK 

 
KADCO has triggered a new deal of organizing the artisans, which we feel to a large 
extent unorganized, without knowing the real beneficiary data base and thereby 
introducing an aspirational project to reengineer capabilities of rural Kerala. 

KADCO have introduced a registration-based Labour data bank through online as the 
first step to organize the real beneficiaries for facilitating and empowering them for 
their livelihood in a scientific manner by understanding and utilizing their hidden 
capabilities using proper training in their respective domain as well as in general 
aspects of doing business and commercial activities. As a step further KADCO have 
planned to include not even artisans but the self-employed group from other trades 
like Masons, Beauticians, civil workers, Tailors, plumbers, electricians etc so as to 
engage them in KADCO’s work-based platform on rate contracts, Accredited agency 
and Nodal Agency for the work from Governments (both Central and state) as well as 
for the private parties. 

KADCO is thinking to associate with software vendors on SaaS basis for creation of 
a web-based application, which can also be installed in Mobile, to facilitate the 
information of the requirement of a specific work/worker. The DIC is already running 
the similar software, the information of the same can be ascertained and can be 
shared the concept with the vendors for developing the same with a fee based on the 
transactions.  

As a prelude to this endeavor, KADCO ventured to enlist the total artisans labour force 
in Kerala by enrolling them through Labour data bank of KADCO and by this time more 
than 16000 of them enrolled and the process is going on and expected to touch nearly 
a half of lakh by 2021-22-year end and another 50,000 more year on year. On a rough 
estimate total labour force in artisan’s community exceeds Rs 10 lakhs and hope most 
of them will enroll in the labour data bank sooner or later. 
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EMPOWERMENT PROGRAMME 

Recognizing both threats and huge opportunities of artisans’ sector, KADCO has 
brought forward many schemes in the form of welfare schemes, financial packages, 
promotions, seminars, self-employment opportunities and so on. As thoughtful move 
of the hour KADCO has become a member of EPCH (Export Promotion Council for 
Handicrafts) opening up huge international avenues for artisans. KADCO made the 
lives of artisans easy by providing handholding support to them. 

 

Mapping the artisan value chain is a starting point. 

A value chain is the set of activities that an Industry performs that add value to a 
product or service being delivered to the market. Value chains are not always linear 
and represent more than just the basic business transactions in the supply chain. In 
the artisan sector, the value chain is the set of people and processes involved in 
designing, sourcing, making, and selling a handmade product. The artisan value chain 
is a complex web of interactions between producers, buyers, sellers, the environment, 
local communities, and countless other factors. Mapping the value chain can lead to 
increased understanding of the formal and informal rules that govern activities and the 
motivations and incentives of people involved in delivering handmade products to 
market. It offers a common language to begin examining the root causes of 
bottlenecks and barriers that ultimately impact the value generated for individual 
artisans and the communities in which they live. Enabling more artisan businesses to 
succeed in the global marketplace requires new thinking and a grassroots approach 
to problem solving and local learning. The challenges that artisan businesses face is 
complex and best conveyed by those who experience them directly. Conducting 
workshop is a tool for artisan businesses and support organizations to identify new 
pathways for innovation to improve their operations. Data from local workshops hosted 
by facilitators around the world can lead to new insights about the artisan economy 
and solutions to help more artisans sustain and grow their businesses. 

The major programs designed by KADCO is given under 

 Newer Technology Development Program.

 A program which aims to develop new products using materials to suit the 
tastes and preferences of contemporary market.

 To enhance production of each of the unit associated with KADCO, new 
technologies are used and artisans are trained to use the modern technology.

 KADCO has a program called GURUKULAM in which thousands of artisans 
are trained and their products are contributed to Government Public Schools.

 Supply of wooden furniture to government organizations and semi government 
organizations without the intervention of tender is achieved through KADCO 
assisted units.

 Training programmes having duration ranging from five days to six months in 
wood carving, cabinet making, furniture making is given through KADCO 
assisted units.
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 The training program helps to display the artisan’s work to representatives of 
leading furniture manufacturers and sellers. 

 Conduct training programmes having duration ranging from five days to six 
months in wood carving, textile ornamentation, pottery, fancy jewellery making, 
banyan fibre craft etc .

 
 Conducted 7 days to 6 months of training programme in cabinet making, wood 

carving, fancy jewellery, natural fibre craft, textile ornamentation, garment 
manufacturing and pottery designing for women belonging to artisan family.

At the workshops 

First, KADCO (the facilitators) will guide participants in creating a visual representation 
of their value chain in four stages - designing, sourcing, making, and selling. This is 
referred to as a “Journey Map” and depicts the ecosystem of activities, as well as 
suppliers, producers, traders, and other partners involved in the four stages. The 
journey map serves as the foundation for the rest of the workshop activities. Next, 
workshop participants use this map to think through and document internal business 
strengths and weaknesses, as well as opportunities and threats posed in the external 
business environment that may impact or influence their operations. Finally, facilitator 
send the workshop by leading participants through a brainstorming session to identify 
ideas and solutions to address the top priority issues and opportunities across the 
value chain. 

After the workshops 

After the workshop, KADCO will work with participants to record results from their 
workshop via the workshop materials and leave with a plan to take action to implement 
their ideas. The KADCO collects and shares insights from local workshops with 
members to: 

 Learn from trends and common challenges faced by others across the sector 
 Share ideas and solutions that can be replicated by other artisan businesses or 

scaled up 
 Inform future investment in policy and programs that can help address common 

challenges artisans face. 
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PROJECT COST 

The government had conceived of the cash aid as a safety net to alleviate from 
poverty. But here was a way to offer more than just a better safety net. Here was a 
way to help them graduate out of poverty and simultaneously grow the whole 
economy. KADCO is proposing to have optimal usage of exchequer funds, which will 
benefit mutually to lower the impact of funding as well as to benefit the artisans to 
induce growth structurally rather than cash handouts which resulted in the concept of 
Integrated Common Facility Centres Of KADCO, By KADCO, For Artisans to be 
implemented in all districts by stages by the end of 10th year. 

KADCO will facilitate for creation of Common facility centre as mentioned above in 14 
districts for which the estimated upfront fund requirement as per the detailed analysis 
comes to Rs. 250 Lakhs per Centre. Funds raised from GoK will reflect in the asset 
side of the KADCO’s balance sheet including the freehold land valued for issue of 
share capital to the government. 

 
Currently the authorized capital is Rs.900 Lakhs with 90,0000 nos share of Rs.100 
each. The same has to be increased to accommodate this funding by the government. 

Short Term Plan for KADCO starting from 2021-23 

Upgradation of Umayanalloor CFC (Rs: 40 Lakhs) 

1. Replacement of certain existing machinery with latest new additions. 
2. Introduction of KADCO brand for the products to support robust marketing 
3. Identification of Private partner for production as well as marketing. 

Implementation of Mararikkulam CFC (Rs: 63 Lakhs) 

1. Factory Building construction 
2. Reallocation of existing additional old machineries at Umayanalloor 
3. Purchase of new machineries 
4. Facilitate production of KADCO brand products 
5. Identification of Private partner for production as well as marketing the produces 
6. Revenue from market emporium (Commission on sales) where we expect a 

normal 10% increase in each year as compared to the previous year 
7. E-commerce. 

Preliminary works relating to the land sharing from other GoK institutions for 
construction of Registered office cum Marketing emporium. 

Expected Medium Term Plans for KADCO starting from 2023-26 

1. Construction of an own Registered office cum Marketing Show Room at 
Thiruvananthapuram by sharing of land from Handicrafts Development 
corporation and based on the government’s approval at an estimated cost of Rs 
150 lakhs 

2. Introduction of integrated CFC with training center, Research and Design studio 
at Ernakulam and Kozhikkode at a cost of Rs 400 Lakhs 
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3. Preliminary work with respect to installation of CFC at 10 districts in third phase 
 

4. Preliminary work in associating Private parties to start KADCO brand 
showrooms in all major towns all over Kerala. 

Long Term Plans for KADCO (2026-31) 

1. Installation of integrated CFC at balance 10 districts with a cost of Rs 2500 
Lakhs 

2. Associating Private parties to start KADCO brand showrooms in all major towns 
all over Kerala. 

KADCO is further planning to have a unique style for the visibility of products and its 
marketability. The idea conceived is only in raw form, which needed to be discussed 
in details One of the methods proposed to adopt is to have a Crafts village along with 
major current tourist spot in remote area as well as to develop a new tourist hotspot 
totally depending on the crafts village. Another method proposed to have marketing 
HUB/Show room in major towns to have the visibility of different kind of products they 
can choose based on their taste. 

 

SUMMARY OF PLANS 
 

 To extend the range of contracting business as the Key area of revenue 
generation  

 To reach a topline of Rs. 20,000 Lakhs mark 
 

 To generate employment of 20,000. 
 

 To create 2000 SME. 
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CURRENT FINANCIAL POSITION AND ITS PROJECTION 
 

Year Turnover 
 

(₹ In Lakhs) 

Profit before Tax 
 

(Rs. In Lakhs) 

Net Profit 

2016-’17 1788.25 33.5 24.4 

2017-’18 2652.62 14.35 13.35 

2018-’19 3833.99 75.46 55.84 

2019-’20 3208.64 22.5 16.88 

2020-’21 3201.68 24.14 18.11 

 
                        Paid up Share Capital                                 Rs.4.60 Cr. 

  
                        Net Worth                          Rs.2.59 Cr 

 
Suggested Conversion to Share Capital     Rs.6.57 Cr 

(Loans & Grants) 

 
(It may be noted that the company was making losses continuously and the fully 
irroded capital is recouped during the last few years, after the company stepped into 
furniture contracts. Now the company aims for entering more areas for contract 
work.) 

 
Capital Flow Projections and manpower requirement for 
the next ten years starting from 2021-22 is tabled below 
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As a narrative to substantiate the funding by the Government and impact of these 
funding in the working of the KADCO, we need to list some of the long-term organic 
growth plans and results expected out of the same. 

 

Through utilisation of training centres and association with design research institutes 
all over India, KADCO expects to provide contemporary training and usage of latest 
machineries to the members of Labour data bank. This facilitates them qualitative as 
well as quantitative targets of the works they undertake to reduce the cost of 
production to the optimal level. 

 
 
 
In parallel to the product development by the core artisans as mentioned earlier, 
KADCO will provide opportunities to the workers of other streams also like Masons, 
Beauticians, civil workers, Tailors, plumbers, electricians etc, who ought to be the 
member of the labour data bank. Initially with the help of other governmental agencies 
through negotiation, who are in the field of construction, furniture manufacturing, metal 
industries etc, they can source our trained and skilled workers through KADCO with a 
nominal commission of 2% of the revenue earned/day. The arrangement is in such a 
way that the governmental agencies will remit the money directly to KADCO and 
KADCO in turn will provide them with the necessary fees after deducting the 
commission. 

 
KADCO will provide loan up to 10000/- per member for purchasing necessary tools 
and implements based on the support from NBCFDC, where they will provide us with 
required funding for 3% interest and in turn, we can collect interest @6% from the 
members with 7-year term for repayment. 

 
Over and above satisfying the requirement of the governmental agencies, KADCO 
proposes to develop an online cloud platform for exchanging the requirement of 
workers directly by people at large. This platform will create the same revenue of 2% 
for KADCO, the modus operandi to be discussed in detail with software service 
providers/developers out of which we need to pay them a nominal fee of 
Rs.3/day/member of commission received. 

 
KADCO will start own division to cater the needs of work-based integrated platform on 
rate contracts, Accredited agency and Nodal Agency for the work from Governments 
(both Central and state) as well as for the private parties. 
 
Segment-wise we have derived a profitability as a blue print document since the 
revenue generation is totally depends upon commission/Centage on the business 
generated with a bare minimum fixed administrative cost. Currently the company is 
having a fixed cost of Rs.200/- lakhs per annum which will cover the revenue of 7% 
on the current turnover of 31.97 crores for 2019-20 provisional. Any incremental 
turnover in future years will reflect in bottom line in the financial of the company. The 
specific analysis of the revenue and its expenses will be submitted in DPR. 
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PERSPECTIVE 2050 

It’s better to fail aiming high than to succeed aiming low 
 

AIM – Artisans Innovation Mission is one such initiation KADCO is involving to facilitate 
through challenges, be intrigued by mistakes, enjoy effort and keep on learning new 
ways of innovations both in design and in cost effective manufacture and its robust 
marketability. 

We would like to convert the Artisans family to an Innovative factory considering 
different level of involvement of artisans in design, planning and execution of ideas. 
All the members will be compensated based on their strength in different area of 
knowledge. We presume that Teamwork is the ability to work together toward a 
common vision. The ability to direct individual accomplishments toward organizational 
objectives. It is the fuel that allows common people to attain uncommon results. 

We are aiming to departmentalise each process with members like contemporary 
design and the area of scope of conversion of a product into contemporary design, 
production and planning, quality supervision, marketing and finally support after sales 
including the above-mentioned conversion. 

This raw concept is to be designed based on the working of the current plan in short 
term and to rewrite the term in long run based on the outcomes of the short-term plans 
and with a few redesigns in the systems. 

This keeps our mission going with active Budgetary support from Government of 
Kerala as mentioned above and subsidized loan assistance from National Backward 
Classes Finance and Development Corporation (NBCFDC - for which Government 
guarantee is required) will help to make a reality to the best interest of poorest among 
the poor Artisans community in the state of Kerala and is the best way to get back on 
their feet. 


